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Indecent
act charges

THE BABY
WHISPERER

A 62-YEAR-OLD man has
been charged over a series of
indecent acts at cafes across
Perth in recent weeks.
Earlier this week, police
issued a public plea to help
find a man wanted over two
indecent acts at western
suburbs cafes.
On Friday, police arrested
a man at a house in
Cranbrook and he was taken
to Mt Barker Police Station
for questioning. He was
charged with eight charges,
including two counts of
indecently dealing with a
child over 13 and under 16.
The man is also facing six
counts of committing an
indecent act in cafes in Mt
Hawthorn, Victoria Park,
Subiaco, Rockingham and
Nedlands between September
28 and October 18.
Police say the alleged
incidents all happened in the
view of one or more
customers.
The man was refused bail.

Tough as: SASR dog Odin
accepts the medal for Kuga.

Medal for
shot dog
JOHN FLINT
THEY don’t come tougher or
braver than the Special Air Service Regiment (SASR) and that
goes for its fearsome fourlegged warriors as well.
On Friday, special operations military working dog
Kuga — which was trained
alongside SAS soldiers in WA
— was posthumously awarded
the highest gallantry medal for
animals.
Kuga’s actions stopped an
SAS patrol in Afghanistan from
walking into an ambush. During the patrol in Uruzgan province in August 2011, Kuga
alerted his handler to an
enemy presence ahead.
Released by his handler to
investigate, Kuga crossed a river to expose an enemy ambush
position, drawing small-arm
and heavy machine-gun fire.
Despite being shot five
times, Kuga continued to fight
the enemy until being recalled.
He was evacuated by helicopter and treated at a number
of coalition medical facilities in
Afghanistan and Germany.
Kuga died in Australia in
2012, likely as a result of stress
and physical trauma associated
with his wounds.
SAS soldiers whose lives
were saved nominated Kuga
for the Dickin Medal for conspicuous gallantry.
Kuga was the first Australian animal since World War II
to be awarded the medal.

Professor John Newnham encourages women to go ‘the full
nine months’ — and what remarkable results he’s achieving

I

F you had told Professor John
Newnham 40 years ago he would
devote his career to the care of
unborn babies he would have
called you crazy.
For starters, he was an ambitious
young medical student, and birthing
babies was quite frankly the poor cousin of “real” medicine.
And then there was the fact that
caring for unborn babies was not really
a medical discipline. There were doctors who looked after pregnant women
and paediatricians concerned themselves with the care of newborns, but
the foetus? The unborn existed in
something of a medical grey area.
But after graduating from the University of WA, Professor Newnham
decided he needed to see the world. He
went first to South Africa and then on
to London to work. And he started to
see babies being born. Lots of them.
“I remember seeing these babies
coming out and some were skinny and
wizened some were fat, some were sick,
some weren’t breathing, some were
breathing and I thought, ‘All this has
got to mean something’,” Professor
Newnham said.

There is no magic pill or special
potion, but the medical research
being done in an unremarkable wing
of King Edward Memorial Hospital is
leading the world in preventing babies
being born early, and the impacts are
massive. Belle Taylor reports
“I asked my teachers and they said,
‘No, no, as long as it’s alive then we
hand it over to the paediatricians’, and I
remember thinking: ‘There is an entire
world that is undiscovered right before
birth. There is an undiscovered world’.
“I didn’t think it in so many words
but in retrospect what I was thinking
was: There is my undiscovered continent. And it never left me.”
It’s no great revelation WA is a great
place to grow up, but not many people
realise it is also a pretty good place to
be a foetus. And that is in large part
thanks to the work of Professor Newnham and his team at the Women and
Infants Research Foundation.
In the early 1980s Professor Newnham went to the US and became the

first Australian to work in the field of
maternal foetal medicine, which was
then called perinatology.
Today, maternal foetal medicine is a
major subspecialty of gynaecology and
obstetrics.
“I’m the only one who has never sat
the exam,” Professor Newnham says of
his medical specialty. “Because I wrote
the exam.”
In 1996, Professor Newnham
became chief scientific director of
WIRF at King Edward Memorial Hospital.
It’s in this office where The Sunday
Times caught up with him this week.
Up a few winding flights of stairs, away
from the busy corridors of rushing
midwives, anxious dads and pregnant

women, the researchers at WIRF operate out of offices that look like they
haven’t had so much of a lick of paint
for a good couple of decades.
But despite their unremarkable surroundings, the work of WIRF is world
leading and revolutionary.
WIRF is doing no less than improving the general health of the future
population of WA. But it’s also the type
of work that can be difficult to distil
into a snappy headline. They have not
created a magic pill. There are no
special potions.
What WIRF is doing big picture
stuff. Education. Research. The implementation of whole of population programs that are improving outcomes for
women and babies in WA from
Dalkeith to Derby. The research they
are doing is being published in top
medical journals worldwide, and
changing the way the medical profession approaches the beginnings of life.
The care of pre-term babies has
improved in leaps and bounds in recent
decades. When Professor Newnham
started his medical career a baby born
before 28 weeks was considered a
miscarriage.

Will to live powers
REGINA TITELIUS
Health Reporter

Star power: Richard and Kimberly Rohrlach with Isabella, now 16 months old. Right:
Kimberly’s ring around Isabella’s arm at five-weeks old. Picture: Justin Benson-Cooper
†

WHEN Kimberly Rohrlach’s waters
broke at 21 weeks gestation, doctors
initially gave no hope of her baby
surviving.
“I was told that even if my baby
survived birth, no effort would be made
to keep her alive,” Mrs Rohrlach said.
“They said they would just put her
on my chest and wait for her to die.”
Her baby’s only hope was to stay
alive in vitro for another two weeks
until she reached the critical 23-week
milestone, at which point King Edward

Memorial Hospital makes attempts to
save premature babies. This is earlier
than any other hospital in WA.
Through bed rest and monitoring at
KEMH, combined with a determination to “will” her baby to live, Mrs Rohrlach managed to reach 23 weeks,
exactly, when an infection brought on
sudden labour.
Isabella came into the world the
next day, June 4 last year. She was just
28.5cm long and weighed a paltry 540g,
but she was one of the Australia’s youngest surviving babies.
While the first-time mum and her
husband Richard, 25, were overjoyed
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On time: Prof John
Newnham with newborn
Miles Duncan-Smith.
Professor Newnham
heads up the Women and
Infants Research Centre
in King Edward Memorial
Hospital which is doing
revolutionary research
into lowering the number
of pre term births in WA.
Picture: Daniel Wilkins
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Artificial
wombs to
save the
unborn
BELLE TAYLOR

Babies are now being born as early
as 23 weeks gestation and surviving.
But remarkably, while the care for
these babies has improved, there has
been very little advancement in stopping these early births.
“I have just spent 35 years delivering
pre-term babies around the world and I
am sick to death of pulling out tiny
babies,” Professor Newnham said.
“Over the last 10 years I started
apologising to parents. I started apologising that we couldn’t prevent this
and then as the years went by I
thought, ‘We have got to do something
about this’. I have worked on pre-term
birth prevention for 30 years, but our
studies like everybody else’s studies
were largely negative.”
But about five years ago a few things
happened. There was a wealth of combined research about why babies are
born early, and a new study from the
US found a shortened cervix at the 20week scan could be an indicator of
there being a risk of pre-term birth, a
risk that can be mitigated with a relatively simple treatment of a progesterone suppository.
“The Americans can’t introduce

that across their population,” Professor
Newnham said. “It involves too much
organisation it’s too expensive and they
have too many people, they can’t do it.
“They can do the research study but
they can’t implement it at a population
level — we can.”
And so The Whole Nine Months was
born. A public health program, partly
funded by Telethon, consisting of sev-

every other Australian State and Territory that same year.
“It’s massive,” Professor Newnham
said.
In real terms it meant they prevented 200 babies from being born early,
but most remarkable, it was in the really early cases. They managed to prevent 47 babies from being born at less
than 31 weeks.

e major
Pre-term birth is now th
lity in children
cause of death and disabi
under five in our society.
en interventions to lower the rate of
pre-term births. Rolled out in WA in
2015, it was so successful it is now being
implemented across the country.
It is the first nationwide program of
this type implemented anywhere in the
world. Already, the results have been
remarkable. In its first year the number
of pre-term births in WA dropped by
7.6 per cent. Pre-term births rose in

For a baby born that early, the cost
to get the child well enough to go home
is $600,000 to $700,000.
“To start the clinic I had to get the
funding from the minister, it was a special block grant, and to do that we had
to do a business case,” Professor Newnham explains. “If we prevented one
case of pre-term birth how much
money would that save? So we had to

prevent two early pre-term births in a
year to pay for it. We did 47. Huge.”
The Whole Nine Months is the result
of years of research, and Professor
Newnham emphasises the best way to
ensure a population of healthy children
is to make sure they are born on time.
“Pre-term birth is now the major
cause of death and disability in children under five in our society,” he said.
“You wouldn’t know it from reading the
media, but the major condition is preterm birth, 60 per cent of all sensor
neurals and cerebral palsey is all due to
pre-term birth. Our major opportunity
to make a huge difference to child
health and adult health and disability
rates is to figure out the way to lower
pre-term birth.”
Professor Newnham said advancement in foetal medicine was going to
eradicate whole diseases.
“(Feotal medicine) has gone from
being a really low-regarded branch of
medicine to really being the sharpest
end of the stick and really the driver of
what’s going to flow,” he said. “ It’s
going to dominate society.”
Forty years ago such sentiments
would have been crazy.

micro-baby through dangerous times
their daughter was alive, they spent the
next two months “hour by hour”, fearful they could lose their micro bundle
of joy at any moment.
“Isabella suffered through so much
and we were repeatedly told to be prepared to lose her,” Mrs Rohrlach, 23, of
Aveley, said.
She needed to be resuscitated three
times as doctors battled with collapsed
lungs and a weakened heart.
When she was just two weeks old,
Isabella’s humidicrib malfunctioned,
giving Mrs Rohrlach her first chance to
hold her newborn while nurses
prepared a replacement.

“Of course I was
overjoyed to be
holding her for the
first time but it was
also
frightening
because at that
point it really hit
home how fragile
she was and how
she still needed to overcome so much.”
Isabella’s weak condition required
her to stay in the neonatal intensive
care unit for 123 days. She also required
eye surgery to treat a condition that
could cause blindness.
“It wasn’t until we left the hospital

with Isabella that I
let myself think
about our future
with her,” she said.
While
Isabella
had beaten the
odds of surviving,
she still ran the high
risk of developing
health
complications and
developmental issues.
As the months passed, the couple
became increasingly hopeful that Isabella was out of the woods as she reached all the important milestones,
adjusting for her “corrected age”.
†

Now 16 months old, which equates
to about a one-year-old, Isabella is on
the verge of taking her first steps and
enjoys the company of her new sixweek-old brother Vincent.
“I think this is the most challenging
experience anyone could face, the
emotional strain of the prospect of losing a child at any time, and the financial
pressure,” Mrs Rohrlach said.
“And for Isabella, being so small and
fragile, she has had to face so many
adversities.
“She’s so amazing, I think she’s
stronger than me, stronger than
anyone I know.”

IT may seem like something
from science fiction, but
growing babies in an artificial
womb may one day be
standard practice in our
hospitals.
Researchers from the
Woman and Infants Research
Foundation, the University of
Western Australia and Tohoku
University Hospital in Japan
have been working on an
artificial womb.
Scientists have been able to
take unborn lambs and
transfer the foetus from the
ewe into an artificial womb
and continue to grow the
foetus.
The scientists have been
taking lamb foetuses that are
the equivalent of a 24-week
human embryo and growing
them outside of the mother,
with the hope that one day
they will be able to improve
outcomes for the smallest
pre-term babies.
“Twenty-one, 22 and
23-weeks babies, the really
small guys, their outcomes
haven’t improved probably in
20 years,” Professor Matthew
Kemp said.
“After 26 and certainly
after 28 weeks, your chances
of survival and your chances
of disease-free survival are
pretty good now but the really
stubborn statistics right down
the scale of viability, they just
haven’t seen much
improvement.”
The artificial womb is
designed to change that. It
looks like a plastic bag, but it
is actually an amniotic fluid
bath and an artificial placenta.
The aim is to better grow
the lungs and vital organs of
the foetus, improving their
overall outcomes.
After extensive tests on
hundreds of lambs,
researchers say they are
several years away from even
considering using the
technology on a human, and
the first human case would
have to be carefully planned
and probably be on an
extremely early birth with few
other options for survival.
“We’re not just doing it
because we can do it, we’re
doing it for the greater good,”
Professor Kemp said.

